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Abstract
The French National Metrology Institute LNE has improved its homemade laser 
flash apparatus in order to perform accurate and reliable measurements of thermal 
diffusivity of homogeneous solid materials at very high temperature. The inductive 
furnace and the associated infrared (IR) detection systems have been modified and 
a specific procedure for the in situ calibration of the used radiation thermometers 
has been developed. This new configuration of the LNE’s diffusivimeter has been 
then applied for measuring the thermal diffusivity of molybdenum up to 2200 °C, 
tungsten up to 2400  °C and isotropic graphite up to 3000  °C. Uncertainties asso-
ciated with these high temperature thermal diffusivity measurements have been 
assessed for the first time according to the principles of the “Guide to the Expression 
of Uncertainty in Measurement” (GUM). Detailed uncertainty budgets are here pre-
sented in the case of the isotropic graphite for measurements performed at 1000 °C, 
2000 °C and 3000 °C. The relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2) of 
the thermal diffusivity measurement is estimated to be between 3 % and 5 % in the 
whole temperature range for the three investigated refractory materials.

Keywords High temperature · Isotropic graphite · Molybdenum · Thermal 
diffusivity · Tungsten · Uncertainty

1 Introduction

Nuclear energy and space industries, which operate facilities and equipment at 
temperatures above 1500 °C, have used for a long time high temperature resistant 
materials for their specific applications [1, 2]. Thanks to emerging developments 
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in material science, these industries develop new refractory materials able to 
work at higher temperatures in order to optimise their processes and to expand 
safety margins and the efficiency of particular technologies.

In nuclear applications, silicon carbide-based composite materials are seen 
today as a promising alternative to the current zirconium-based alloys (com-
monly used for manufacturing fuel claddings) for the use of accident tolerant fuel 
as their oxidation temperature is far higher than that of zirconium-based alloys 
(approximately 2000 °C versus 1200 °C) [3, 4]. In space applications, space mod-
ules and vehicles [5, 7] need thermal shields for their exploratory missions or 
during re-entry in atmosphere in order to resist to temperatures that can be higher 
than 2500 °C.

In the examples above, the knowledge of the thermal diffusivity of the used 
advanced materials as a function of temperature is crucial for predicting their behav-
iour in real conditions. In addition, accurate data of thermal diffusivity are also 
needed for the thermal modelling of abnormal and accident scenarios, during which 
materials would be exposed to ultra-high temperatures.

Although some dedicated facilities exist in the concerned industries for measur-
ing thermal diffusivity, it is not possible to ensure the reliability of the measured 
data above 1500 °C and their traceability to the International System of Units (SI), 
due to a lack of appropriate standard reference materials and reference facilities.

To address these metrological needs, LNE has improved the measurement capa-
bilities of its reference apparatus based on the laser flash method to measure thermal 
diffusivity of homogeneous solid materials up to 3000  °C with a target expanded 
uncertainty of few percent. This work has been performed within the framework of 
the European joint research project “Hi-TRACE—Industrial process optimisation 
through improved metrology of thermophysical properties” [8]. The overall objec-
tive of the Hi-TRACE project, coordinated by LNE, is to establish a European met-
rological infrastructure composed of reference facilities in order to provide indus-
tries with traceable thermophysical properties measurements (thermal diffusivity, 
specific heat and emissivity) at very high temperature.

Several papers dealing with uncertainty analysis associated with thermal diffu-
sivity measurements performed using the laser flash method have been published 
during the last two decades. They present the identification and quantification of 
influencing parameters and sources of measurement errors [9, 10], the establish-
ment of detailed uncertainty budgets [11, 12] according to the ISO/BIPM Guide to 
the expression of uncertainty in measurement [13], or the development of alterna-
tive approaches (e.g., Bayesian or multi-convolutional approaches) to evaluate the 
uncertainty on thermal diffusivity measurements [14–16]. All these published works 
are limited to measurements performed from room temperature to 1000 °C at maxi-
mum, and sometimes do not take into account the contribution of some significant 
uncertainty factors (spatially non-uniform heating, non-linearity of the infrared 
detector output with respect to temperature, variation of the specimen thickness due 
to the thermal expansion of the tested material…).

After a brief description of the metrological facility and method that have been 
implemented at LNE for measuring the thermal diffusivity up to 3000  °C, this 
paper presents the results obtained on isotropic graphite, tungsten and molybdenum 
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specimens, and for the first time gives detail of uncertainty budgets associated with 
very high temperature thermal diffusivity measurements.

2  Method of Measurement

LNE has performed for many years thermal diffusivity measurements of homoge-
neous solid materials up to 2000  °C in inert or vacuum environments by using a 
homemade facility [17] based on the well-known principle of the rear face laser 
flash method [18]. In this method, a cylindrical specimen is heated on its front face 
by a short energy pulse, and the induced transient temperature rise is measured on 
its back face versus time. The thermal diffusivity is determined with an estimation 
procedure based on minimizing the difference between the experimental tempera-
ture–time curve (thermogram) and the same curve given by a theoretical model of 
the transient heat conduction through the specimen. In the case of a bulk homogene-
ous material, the thermal diffusivity is estimated by LNE according to the partial 
time moments method [19]. This identification method was used by LNE for exam-
ple in the certification process of Pyroceram 9606 as BCR-724 reference material 
[20] and in the first international inter-laboratory comparison on thermal diffusivity 
measurements organized by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) 
[21, 22].

2.1  Description of the Apparatus

In its former configuration, the laser flash apparatus of LNE was equipped with two 
furnaces, a resistive furnace operating from room temperature to 800  °C and an 
inductive one for the measurements performed from 700 °C to 2000 °C. The induc-
tive furnace has been recently improved to enable the thermal diffusivity measure-
ment of solid homogeneous materials up to 3000 °C.

A schematic representation of this facility is shown in Fig.  1a. The specimen 
(disk of 10 mm in diameter and 1 mm to 4 mm thick) is maintained at a constant 
temperature in the inductive furnace composed by an airtight enclosure water cooled 
in the centre of which an inductive coil and a movable susceptor are placed on a 
vertical axis.

The inductive coil is a copper solenoid also cooled by circulation of water and 
connected to a 50 kW high frequency generator (100 kHz to 400 kHz). Its geometry 
has been optimised (reduction of the number of turns from 5 to 4 to increase the dis-
tance between each turn and coating of the coil with a ceramic deposit) in order to 
avoid the appearance of sparks between the susceptor and the coil as well as sparks 
between the turns themselves that can damage the susceptor and disturb the meas-
urements. Figure  1b presents a picture of the new copper induction coil with the 
ceramic coating.

The susceptor is a hollow cylinder having a shoulder machined at mid-height 
to maintain the specimen. The Foucault currents induced in the susceptor generate 
heat by Joule heating, the specimen located inside being then heated primarily by 
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radiative transfer. Depending on the temperature range and the material of the speci-
men, a thin washer made of molybdenum or tungsten is put between the specimen 
and the graphite susceptor in order to avoid any direct contact between them with 
the objective to limit chemical interactions at high temperature. The geometry of 
the susceptor has been modified and the diameter of its support has been reduced 
in order to limit conduction heat losses. The cooling loop of the inductive coil and 
of the enclosure has been improved in order to both increase the cooling efficiency 
and to reduce the temperature variations of the enclosure wall from 29 °C ± 2 °C to 
29 °C ± 0.3 °C.

Two power supplies have been implemented in the high frequency generator of 
the inductive furnace in order to optimize the temperature resolution depending on 
the level of temperature: a 25 kW configuration enabling to reach 2800 °C with a 
temperature resolution of 12 °C at 1000 °C and 1 °C at 2800 °C, and a 50 kW con-
figuration for higher temperatures with temperature resolution of 25 °C at 1000 °C 
and 2 °C at 3000 °C. A filter has been put at the output of the HF generator to reduce 
the high frequency electromagnetic interferences (> 250 kHz). These modifications 
enable to increase the signal to noise ratio and therefore to obtain exploitable ther-
mograms up to 3000 °C. The furnace is equipped with two  BaF2 windows, which 
are transparent (transmission higher than 90 % from 0.25 µm up to 10 µm) to the 
laser wavelength and to the wavelength ranges of the IR detectors.

The temperature of the specimen is measured during heating of the furnace 
as well as when temperature is stabilized at target temperature with one of the 
two infrared bi-chromatic radiation thermometers (0.90 µm and 1.05 µm) operat-
ing in the temperature ranges [700 °C to 1800 °C] or [1000 °C to 3000°]. They 
are installed on a linear stage enabling to put one or the other opposite the 90° 

Schematic diagram of the diffusivimeter of LNE Inductive coil
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Fig. 1  LNE facility for the thermal diffusivity measurement of solid materials up to 3000 °C
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flat mirror attached below the movable susceptor. These radiation thermometers 
can be subjected to drift along time and need thus to be periodically calibrated 
to ensure trueness of temperature measurements. A specific protocol, based on 
the use of metal–carbon eutectic high temperature fixed points positioned in the 
furnace at the location of the specimens, has been therefore developed at LNE 
in order to enable the in situ calibration of the radiation thermometers [23]. The 
eutectic fixed points are palladium-carbon (1492 °C), platinum–carbon (1738 °C) 
and iridium-carbon (2290 °C).

The short thermal excitation (duration around 450  µs) is generated by a 
Nd:phosphate glass laser at 1054  nm wavelength, whose beam is formed by a 
set of lenses, mirrors and stops so that its diameter is about 10 mm on the front 
face of the specimen. A photodiode is used to measure the duration, the temporal 
profil of the pulse, and the time origin that corresponds to the time when the laser 
beam irradiates the specimen. The induced transient temperature rise of the spec-
imen rear face is measured optically with an infrared detector (HgCdTe, InGaAs 
and Si depending on the temperature range). An optical system made of lenses is 
associated to each IR detector in order to collect the infrared radiation emitted by 
the specimen rear face.

2.2  Estimation Process of Thermal Diffusivity

The thermal diffusivity is determined by identification of the experimental ther-
mogram with a theoretical model, which is in the classical case of a homogeneous 
material a two-parameter unidirectional model depending on the thermal diffusivity 
a and the dimensionless Biot number Bi (which represents the thermal exchanges 
between the specimen and its surrounding). This analytical model is obtained by 
solving the heat conduction equation for the case of a homogeneous, isotropic and 
opaque specimen assuming that the model is linear (thermophysical properties are 
considered independent of the temperature), the heat losses between the sample and 
its surrounding are characterized by a uniform and constant in time heat exchange 
coefficient, the laser pulse is spatially uniform and can be considered as a Dirac 
pulse.

In the partial time moments method [19], the thermal diffusivity is estimated 
from the partial time moments of order 0 and − 1 determined for the experimental 
and theoretical thermograms f(t) normalized by their maxima (an example of experi-
mental thermogram is given in Fig. 2).

where U(t), U0 and Umax are, respectively, the output voltage of the infrared detector 
as a function of time t, the minimum and the maximum of the thermogram.

The experimental ( m0 and m−1 ) and theoretical ( m∗
0
 and m∗

−1
 ) partial time moments 

are written in a general way as follows, where t0.1 and t0.8 correspond to the times 
needed to the back face of the specimen to reach, respectively, 10 % and 80 % of the 
maximum amplitude of the thermogram:

(1)f (t) = (U(t) − U0)∕(Umax − U0)
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The theoretical and experimental partial time moments are linked by the two fol-
lowing relationships where e is the specimen thickness:

A relation between the theoretical moments m∗
0
 andm∗

−1
 , named identification 

function F, is established by a polynomial fit of couples of values ( m∗
0
,m∗

−1
 ) calcu-

lated from thermograms obtained for various values of Bi using the analytical model. 
The coefficients bi depend on the geometrical ratio R/e of the specimen (where R is 
the radius of the specimen).

Equation 5 gives as example the identification function F determined by LNE in 
the case of a 3 mm thick specimen with a diameter of 10 mm.

The thermal diffusivity a is then given by the following relationship by combin-
ing Eqs. 3 and 4:

(2)m0 =

t0.8

∫
t0.1

f (t)dt and m−1 =

t0.8

∫
t0.1

f (t)∕tdt

(3)m0 = m∗
0
⋅ e2∕a andm(−1) = m∗

(−1)

(4)m∗
0
= F(m∗

−1
) =

n
∑

i=0

bi ⋅ (m−1)
i

(5)F
(

m−1

)

= −0.06767 ⋅ m−1 + 0.502198 ⋅ m2

−1
− 0.172615 ⋅ m3

−1

(6)a = F(m−1) ⋅ e
2∕m0
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Fig. 2  Example of experimental thermogram
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3  Assessment of Measurement Uncertainties

The analytical expression of the uncertainty associated to thermal diffusivity meas-
urements performed with the new configuration of the laser flash apparatus of LNE 
is established in accordance with the ISO/BIPM Guide to the expression of uncer-
tainty in measurement [13]. This uncertainty results from the combination of the 
standard uncertainties on the calculation of the partial time moments u(m0) and 
u(m−1) , on the thickness determination u(e), on the establishment of the identifica-
tion function u(F) , on the measurement process u(a) and uhyp(a) , and on the meas-
urement of the specimen temperature uT (a).

The analytical expression of the variance u2(a) is determined by applying the 
propagation law of variances to the mathematical model given by Eq. 6, assuming 
that the partial time moments m0 and m−1 are correlated together and are not depend-
ent on the thickness e and on the identification function coefficients bi . The coeffi-
cients bi are assumed to be correlated together and not dependent on the thickness e.

with ce = 2 ⋅ e ⋅
∑n

i=0
bi ⋅ m

i
−1
∕m0 cF = e2∕m0 

The evaluations of the terms of Eq. 7 are summarized in the following sections. 
More detailed can be found in [11], in particular regarding the assessment of the var-
iance u2

(

m0

)

 and u2
(

m−1

)

 , and covariance u
(

m0,m−1

)

 of the partial time moments 
m0 and m−1.

3.1  Variances u2
(

m0

)

 and u2
(

m−1

)

 and Covariance u
(

m0,m−1

)

 of the Partial Time 
Moments

The uncertainty associated with the partial time moments m0 and m−1 (calculated 
with Eq. 2) results from the combination of the uncertainties on the calculation of 
f(t), on the measurement of the time t, on the determination of the limits of integra-
tion t0.1 and t0.8, and on the numerical integration method.

• The uncertainty on the normalized thermogram f(t) (calculated with Eq.  1) 
results from the combination of the uncertainties on the measurement of the volt-
age U(t) delivered by the IR detector, on the determination of the baseline U0 
and the maximum voltage Umax, and on the uncertainty due to the assumption of 
linearity of the voltage U(t) coming from the IR detector with the temperature T 
of the rear face of the specimen.

(7)
u2(a) =c2

m0

⋅ u2
(

m0

)

+ c2
m−1

⋅ u2
(

m−1

)

+ 2 ⋅ cm0
⋅ cm−1

⋅ u
(

m0,m−1

)

+ c2
e
⋅ u2(e) + c2

F
⋅ u2(F) + u2

(

a
)

+ u2
hyp

(a) + u2
T
(a)

cm0
= −e2 ⋅

n
∑

i=0

bi ⋅ m
i
−1
∕m2

0
cm−1

= e2 ⋅

n
∑

i=1

i ⋅ bi ⋅ m
i−1
−1

∕m0
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  The uncertainty on the measurement of the voltage U(t) is due to the noise, 
and to the resolution and calibration of the detection chain, these three fac-
tors being considered as not correlated. The uncertainty due to the assump-
tion of linearity is considered to be not dependent on the other uncertainty 
factors affecting the calculation of the normalized thermogram. As three 
IR detectors are used depending on the investigated temperature ranges, the 
assessment of this uncertainty factor has been done as a function of tem-
perature for each detector, the sensitivity being different from one detector to 
another.

• The uncertainty associated with the measurement of the time t results from 
the combination of the uncertainties on acquisition time step ∆t and on the 
determination of the initial time t0. The duration and the temporal profile of 
the laser pulse are both taken into account in the determination of the initial 
time t0 by shifting the origin of time by a value corresponding to the chrono-
logical centroid of the laser pulse, according to the correction method pro-
posed by Azumi [24]. The uncertainty on the time t is actually equal to that 
on the initial time t0, the uncertainty on ∆t being negligible.

The term of covariance u
(

m0,m−1

)

 is attributable to the fact that the same nor-
malized thermogram f(t) is used for the calculation of the partial time moments 
m0 and m−1 . It is considered that the only significant covariance between m0 and 
m−1 is generated by the assumption of linearity of the detector response, the other 
uncertainty factors affecting the calculation of m0 and m−1 being independent.

3.2  Variance of the Thickness u2(e)

The thickness e0 of the specimen is measured at room temperature RT (usually 
23 °C) using a calibrated micrometre. At the test temperature T > RT, the thick-
ness e of the specimen is equal to the thickness e0 measured at RT corrected 
by the thermal expansion of the specimen between these two temperatures. The 
uncertainty associated to the determination of the thickness e results therefore 
from the combination of the uncertainties on the measurement of the thickness 
e0 and on the calculation of the correction Δe due to thermal expansion per-
formed according to Eq. 8.

• The uncertainty on the thickness e0 results from the combination of the 
uncertainties due to the repeatability of measurements, and to the calibration 
and resolution of the micrometre, these three components being considered 
as independent.

• The uncertainty on the correction of the thickness results from the combi-
nation of the uncertainties on the determination of the mean coefficient of 

(8)Δe = �l ⋅ e0 ⋅ (T − RT)
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linear thermal expansion �l and on the measurement of the room temperature, 
the temperature of test and the specimen thickness e0.

3.3  Variance of the Identification Function u2(F)

The variance of the identification function F, which is established by a polyno-
mial fit of couples of values ( m∗

0
,m∗

−1
 ), is a combination of the variances of the 

coefficients bi, the covariance between coefficients bi and the residual variance of 
the regression due to the error of the model.

3.4  Variances Due to the Measurement Process u2
(

a
)

 and u2
hyp

(a)

LNE determines the thermal diffusivity of a material at a given temperature by 
performing three successive measurements on the same specimen under repeat-
ability conditions, the result being equal to the average of these measurements. 
The corresponding uncertainty factor u(a) , which is partially due to the operator 
effect for the selection of U0 and Umax, is calculated from the repeatability of the 
three consecutive measurements.

Another uncertainty factor linked to the measurement process need to be 
assessed in addition.

All estimation techniques of thermal diffusivity based on the laser flash method 
assumed that the experimental conditions during the measurements are strictly 
identical to the hypotheses used to establish the theoretical model (cf. Sect. 2.2): 
Spatial uniformity of the energy deposited by the laser beam on the specimen 
front face, duration of the pulse negligible compared to the rear face temperature 
rise time, heat losses characterized by a uniform heat exchange coefficient.

The variance u2
hyp

(a) due to the use of the function F for experimental condi-
tions different from the assumptions for which it was determined, has been esti-
mated by modelling the heat transfer in 3  mm thick specimens. This has been 
performed for different initial and boundary conditions, by changing the laser 
pulse duration, the spatial profil (e.g., uniform or Gaussian) and diameter of the 
laser beam, the distribution of the heat-exchange coefficients on the specimen 
faces, and the diameter of the area sighted by the IR detector on the rear face of 
the specimen. The variance u2

hyp
(a) is a combination of the standard uncertainties 

quantified for these four components, which are assumed to be not correlated.

3.5  Variance u2
T
(a) on the Thermal Diffusivity Due to the Variance on the Test 

Temperature T

The specimen temperature T is measured either thanks to a thermocouple fixed 
on the sample holder for measurements performed in the resistive furnace (for 
temperature from 23  °C to 800  °C) or by using radiative thermometers for 
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measurements performed in the inductive furnace (from 700  °C to 3000  °C). 
The uncertainty associated to the measurement of T results from the uncertainty 
linked to the resolution and calibration of the temperature measuring chains, and 
the uncertainty due to the stability and the homogeneity of the furnaces tempera-
ture, these four uncertainty factors being considered independent.

As thermal diffusivity is a temperature-dependent physical property, the uncer-
tainty on the temperature T has a contribution on the uncertainty associated to the 
thermal diffusivity measurement (even if temperature is not a parameter directly 
used in the determination of thermal diffusivity) via the relationship a = G(T) giv-
ing the variation of thermal diffusivity versus temperature. The variance on the ther-
mal diffusivity due to the variance on the test temperature T is expressed by Eq. 9, 
the polynomial relationship a = G(T) being determined for each tested material 
from the experimental results obtained in the investigated temperature range.

4  Application to the Study of Three Refractory Materials

The thermal diffusivity of three solid homogeneous refractory materials (pure 
molybdenum 99.9 % and tungsten 99.95 %, and isotropic graphite IG210 from Toyo 
Tanso) has been measured with the new configuration of the LFA of LNE (cf. Sec-
tion 2), and the associated uncertainties have been assessed according to the method 
described in the Sect. 3. These materials have been selected due to their high melt-
ing point (2620 °C for the molybdenum and 3420 °C for the tungsten) or high sub-
limation temperature (more than 3650 °C for the graphite). The measurements have 
been performed from 23 °C to 2200 °C in case of molybdenum, up to 2400 °C for 
the tungsten and up to 3000 °C for the isotropic graphite.

The linear thermal expansion coefficient of the three studied materials was meas-
ured beforehand under inert atmosphere from 23 °C to 2000 °C, during three suc-
cessive cycles with heating and cooling rates of 5 K⋅min−1, with horizontally operat-
ing differential push rod dilatometer. The mean linear thermal expansion coefficient 
�l between T0= 23 °C and T is given by Eq. 10, where ∆L is the expansion measured 
between T0 and T, and LT0 is the length of the specimen at T0. The data obtained are 
used for the measurements of thermal diffusivity at high temperature, in order to cal-
culate the corrections on the specimen thickness due to thermal expansion.

The mean linear thermal expansion coefficients measured for the three materials 
by LNE are presented in Table 1 as a function of temperature. These values corre-
spond to the average of the data obtained for the second and the third cycles. These 
materials exhibit indeed thermal expansion hysteresis for the first thermal cycle 
which could be explained by the relaxation of the residual stresses caused by the 
preparation (e.g., machining) of the specimens.

u2
T
(a) = (�G(T)∕�T)2 ⋅ u2(T)

(10)�l =
1

T − T0
⋅

ΔL

LT0
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The maximum operating temperature of the dilatometer being 2000 °C, the mean 
coefficient of thermal expansion measured between 23 °C and 2000 °C is used to 
correct the thickness specimens for thermal diffusivity measurements performed 
above 2000 °C. The expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2) on thermal expan-
sion coefficients of isotropic graphite, tungsten and molybdenum is estimated to 
be 10 %. The results are in good agreement with data obtained by absolute measure-
ment methods based on interferometric techniques [25–27], the difference between 
LNE’s results and published values being within the expanded uncertainty estimated 
by LNE.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 present the thermal diffusivity values obtained by LNE (for 
3  mm thick specimens), respectively, for isotropic graphite IG210, tungsten and 
molybdenum as a function of temperature, as well as the associated expanded uncer-
tainties (k = 2). These thermal diffusivity values correspond to the average of three 
measurements repeated at each temperature level. The data in normal font refer to 
raw values of thermal diffusivity while the data in italic are corrected values that 
take into account the thermal expansion (given in Table 1) of the tested materials. 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 plot the corrected values of thermal diffusivity (without uncer-
tainty bars for more readability) obtained for the three materials versus temperature.     

Tables  5, 6, and 7 give three examples of uncertainty budget evaluated in the 
case of the measurement of thermal diffusivity of the isotropic graphite IG210 at 
1000 °C, 2000 °C and 3000 °C, with detail of the different uncertainty components 
described in Sect. 3.

Table 1  Mean thermal 
expansion coefficients of the 
isotropic graphite, tungsten and 
molybdenum

Mean thermal expansion coefficient  (10−6  K−1)

Temperature (°C) Isotropic 
graphite

Tungsten Molybdenum

LNE [25, 26] LNE [27]

23 – – – – –
50 4.05 4.45 4.45 5.06 –
100 4.16 4.50 4.49 5.23 –
150 4.27 4.55 4.53 5.35 –
200 4.37 4.59 4.56 5.41 –
250 4.48 4.63 4.58 5.45 –
300 4.58 4.66 4.61 5.49 –
400 4.77 4.72 4.65 5.54 –
600 5.09 4.81 4.73 5.67 –
800 5.34 4.89 4.81 5.79 –
1000 5.51 4.98 4.89 5.94 –
1200 5.65 5.08 4.97 6.15 6.20
1400 5.78 5.20 5.07 6.40 6.40
1600 5.96 5.34 5.17 6.65 6.64
1800 6.21 5.52 5.29 7.07 6.90
2000 6.56 5.75 5.42 7.45 7.21
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The relative expanded uncertainty u(a) associated to thermal diffusivity meas-
urements performed by the laser flash method, which corresponds to two standard 
deviations (k = 2), is estimated to be between 3 % and 5 % for the three materials in 
the temperature range from 23 °C to 3000 °C.

It is maximal at the ends of the temperature range investigated here (cf. Tables 2, 
3, and 4) and reaches a minimum between 300 °C and 600 °C. This is mainly due to 
the uncertainty components on the measurement of the IR detectors output voltage 
which vary in opposite ways when the temperature increases. The uncertainty due 
to the assumption of linearity of this voltage with the temperature, which is a pre-
ponderant component of the uncertainty u

(

m−1

)

 at low temperature, decreases with 
increasing temperature until becoming negligible at 1400 °C. Conversely, signal to 
noise ratio which decreases when the temperature increases leads to a higher uncer-
tainty on the determination the partial time moments m0 and m−1 and to a worse 
repeatability of the three successive measurements at high temperature.

The Tables 5, 6, and 7 show that the main uncertainty components on thermal dif-
fusivity measurement are those related to the calculation of the partial time moment 
m−1 and to the hypotheses used to establish the theoretical model. The contribution 

Table 2  Thermal diffusivity of 
isotropic graphite IG210 and 
associated uncertainty

Temperature (°C) Thermal diffusivity
(10−6  m2⋅s−1)

Expanded 
Uncertainty 
(k = 2)

Raw data Corrected value (%)

23 87.91 87.91 3.2
50 78.38 78.40 3.2
100 64.83 64.87 3.1
149 55.22 55.28 3.1
199 47.33 47.40 3.1
249 41.42 41.50 3.0
300 36.88 36.97 3.0
400 30.05 30.16 3.0
601 22.35 22.48 3.0
806 18.27 18.42 3.1
1001 15.60 15.77 3.1
1198 13.71 13.89 3.3
1400 12.27 12.47 3.4
1601 11.18 11.39 3.7
1799 10.31 10.54 3.7
2001 9.54 9.79 3.8
2201 8.98 9.24 4.0
2398 8.46 8.73 4.2
2600 8.08 8.36 4.3
2796 7.77 8.06 4.4
2985 7.33 7.62 4.7
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of the first one increases when temperature goes from 1000 °C to 3000 °C (cf. above 
explanations) while the relative weight of the second one in the uncertainty budgets 
decreases. This uncertainty associated with the theoretical assumptions is equal to 
about 1 % of the thermal diffusivity whatever the temperature and the material.

The relative contribution of the uncertainty due to test temperature measurement 
is relatively low up to 800 °C (less than 2 % of the total variance) when performing 
the thermal diffusivity measurements in the resistive furnace. It is between 3.2 % and 
7.1 % if the measurements are performed from 1000 °C to 3000 °C with the induc-
tive furnace. The standard uncertainty (k = 1) associated with the measurement of 
the test temperature increases strongly from about 1 °C at 800 °C (with the resistive 
furnace) to 5.4 °C at 1000 °C and more than 15 °C at 3000 °C (with the inductive 
furnace), due to the uncertainties associated with the homogeneity and calibration 
of the inductive furnace, despite the in situ calibration procedure applied. Although 
the uncertainty in measuring the specimen temperature increases with temperature, 
its relative contribution remains less or equal to 7.1 % (cf. Tables  5, 6, 7) for all 
specimens in the whole temperature range, owing to weak temperature dependence 
of thermal diffusivity at elevated temperatures. The shape of the curve presented in 
Fig. 3 confirms that the thermal diffusivity of the isotropic graphite IG210 is less 
sensitive to temperature when the temperature increases (this behaviour is similar 
for tungsten and molybdenum).

Table 3  Thermal diffusivity 
of tungsten and associated 
uncertainty

Temperature (°C) Thermal diffusivity
(10−6  m2⋅s−1)

Expanded 
uncertainty 
(k = 2)

Raw data Corrected value (%)

23 68.61 68.61 3.5
51 65.65 65.67 3.5
100 62.72 62.76 3.4
149 59.92 59.99 3.4
199 57.44 57.53 3.4
250 54.88 55.00 3.3
301 52.55 52.69 3.2
401 49.12 49.30 3.2
601 44.12 44.37 3.3
802 40.63 40.94 3.5
991 38.18 38.55 3.7
1197 36.53 36.97 3.7
1397 34.74 35.24 3.8
1598 32.70 33.25 3.9
1799 30.90 31.51 4.0
1996 28.86 29.52 4.2
2195 26.87 27.55 4.6
2402 25.28 25.98 5.0
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As the thermal expansion of materials is here taken into account when determining 
the thickness of the specimen for diffusivity measurements carried out above 23 °C, 
then the associated uncertainty term has a relative contribution limited to about 1 % of 
the overall variance whatever the temperature and material. If the thermal expansion 

Table 4  Thermal diffusivity of 
molybdenum and associated 
uncertainty

Temperature (°C) Thermal diffusivity
(10−6  m2⋅s−1)

Expanded 
uncertainty 
(k = 2)

Raw data Corrected value (%)

23 55.22 55.22 3.5
50 53.87 53.88 3.5
101 51.55 51.59 3.4
151 49.37 49.44 3.4
201 47.74 47.83 3.4
251 46.40 46.52 3.3
301 45.19 45.33 3.2
402 42.89 43.07 3.2
600 39.74 40.00 3.3
800 36.97 37.30 3.5
1000 34.55 34.95 3.7
1205 32.15 32.62 3.7
1400 29.29 29.81 3.8
1599 26.65 27.21 3.9
1799 24.29 24.90 4.0
1999 22.34 23.00 4.2
2201 20.12 20.78 4.7
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Fig. 3  Thermal diffusivity of the isotropic graphite IG210 measured by LNE from 23 °C to 3000 °C
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of the specimen is not considered, then the thickness used in the calculation of the 
thermal diffusivity for all test temperatures is the one measured at room temperature. 
This results in an underestimation of the measured thermal diffusivity values which 
can reach here up to 2.7 %, 3.2 % and 3.8 %, respectively, in the case of tungsten at 
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Fig. 4  Thermal diffusivity of the tungsten measured by LNE from 23 °C to 2400 °C
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Table 5  Uncertainty budget associated with thermal diffusivity value measured at 1000 °C

a The values expressed in % correspond to the contributions of each uncertainty component in terms of 
variance with respect to the total variance on the thermal diffusivity a

Uncertainty com-
ponent

Value Standard uncertainty 
(k = 1) or covariance

Sensitivity coef-
ficient

Contributiona

Xi xi u(xi) or u(xi,xj) ∂ a /∂ Xi (%)

Partial time moment 
 m−1

0.4944 1.86 ×  10−3 6.94 ×  10−5  m2⋅s−1 27.8

Partial time moment 
 m0

0.0396 s 1.47 ×  10−4 s  − 3.97 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−2 5.7

Covariance factor 
u(m0,  m−1)

0 2.77 ×  10−9 s  − 5.51 ×  10−8  m4⋅s−3  − 0.3

Thickness e 3.013 ×  10−3 m 2.34 ×  10−6 m 1.04 ×  10−2 m⋅s−1 1.0
Identification func-

tion F
0.06844 2.24 ×  10−4 2.30 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−1 4.4

Theoretical assump-
tions

0 1.78 ×  10−7  m2⋅s−1 1 52.9

Average of 3 meas-
urements

15.77 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 4.04 ×  10−8  m2⋅s−1 1 2.7

Specimen tempera-
ture T

1001 °C 5.40 °C 1.10 ×  10−8 
 m2⋅s−1⋅°C−1

5.8

Thermal diffusivity a Standard uncertainty Expanded uncertainty (k = 2)

15.70 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 2.45 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 4.91 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 3.1%

Table 6  Uncertainty budget associated with thermal diffusivity value measured at 2000 °C

Uncertainty compo-
nent

Value Standard uncertainty 
(k = 1) or covariance

Sensitivity coefficient Contribution

Xi xi u(xi) or u(xi,xj) ∂ a /∂ Xi (%)

Partial time moment 
 m−1

0.4595 2.59 ×  10−3 4.88 ×  10−5  m2⋅s−1 44.8

Partial time moment 
 m0

0.0537 s 2.44 ×  10−4 s  − 1.86 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−2 5.7

Covariance factor 
u(m0,  m−1)

0 5.30 ×  10−9 s  − 1.82 ×  10−8  m4⋅s−3  − 0.3

Thickness e 3.036 ×  10−3 m 2.94 ×  10−6 m 6.58 ×  10−3 m⋅s−1 1.1
Identification func-

tion F
0.05819 2.25 ×  10−4 1.72 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−1 4.2

Theoretical assump-
tions

0 1.15 ×  10−7  m2⋅s−1 1 37.0

Average of 3 measure-
ments

9.79 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 3.87 ×  10−8  m2⋅s−1 1 4.2

Specimen tempera-
ture T

2001 °C 10.1 °C 3.35 ×  10−9 
 m2⋅s−1⋅°C−1

3.2

Thermal diffusivity a Standard uncertainty Expanded uncertainty (k = 2)

9.99 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 1.89 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 3.78 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 3.8%
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2402 °C, molybdenum at 2201 °C and graphite at 2985 °C (cf. Tables 2, 3, 4). The 
order of magnitude of these errors being the same as that of the expanded uncertainty 
for the temperatures above 1000 °C, it is therefore essential to apply a thermal expan-
sion correction in the determination of the specimen thickness used for high tempera-
ture thermal diffusivity measurements by the laser flash method.

5  Conclusions

The assessment of the uncertainties associated with high temperature thermal diffu-
sivity measurements by the laser flash method is described in detail in this paper for 
the first time. These uncertainties were calculated taking into account the different 
sources of uncertainty, such as the measurement method, the calibration and meas-
urement means, the environmental conditions, etc. The influence parameters were 
identified and quantified and the analytical expression of measurement uncertainty 
was established. Thermal diffusivity values measured on isotropic graphite, tungsten 
and molybdenum in the temperature range from 23 °C to 3000 °C, with a laser flash 
apparatus adapted at LNE, are presented with their corresponding expanded uncer-
tainty (k = 2). The expanded relative uncertainty associated with the thermal diffu-
sivity determination is estimated to be between 3 % and 5 % for the three refractory 
materials, if the thermal expansion of the tested specimens is corrected. Uncertainty 
budgets presented for the isotropic graphite at 1000 °C, 2000 °C and 3000 °C show 

Table 7  Uncertainty budget associated with thermal diffusivity value measured at 3000 °C

Uncertainty compo-
nent

Value Standard uncertainty 
(k = 1) or covariance

Sensitivity coefficient Contribution

Xi xi u(xi) or u(xi,xj) ∂ a /∂ Xi (%)

Partial time moment 
 m−1

0.3975 3.05 ×  10−3 4.61 ×  10−5  m2⋅s−1 61.2

Partial time moment 
 m0

0.0506 s 3.40 ×  10−4 s  − 1.52 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−2 8.3

Covariance factor 
u(m0,  m−1)

0 2.43 ×  10−9 s  − 1.40 ×  10−8  m4⋅s−3  − 0.1

Thickness e 3.055 ×  10−3 m 3.67 ×  10−6 m 5.02 ×  10−3 m⋅s−1 1.1
Identification func-

tion F
0.04161 2.24 ×  10−4 1.84 ×  10−4  m2⋅s−1 5.3

Theoretical assump-
tions

0 5.81 ×  10−8  m2⋅s−1 1 10.5

Average of 3 measure-
ments

7.62 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 4.62 ×  10−8  m2⋅s−1 1 6.6

Specimen tempera-
ture T

2985 °C 15.2 °C 3.14 ×  10−9 
 m2⋅s−1⋅°C−1

7.1

Thermal diffusivity a Standard uncertainty Expanded uncertainty (k = 2)

7.67 ×  10−6  m2⋅s−1 1.79 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 3.58 ×  10−7m2⋅s−1 4.7%
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that the main uncertainty components are those related to the analysis of the experi-
mental curve, in particular due to the noise on the IR signal, and to some bias in the 
application of the laser flash method itself where the initial and boundary conditions 
are not exactly the same for the theoretical model and for the experiment.
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